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Abstract

Modern instruments are often supplied with rich proprietary software tools, which makes it difficult to integrate them to an existing control system. The liteServer is very lightweight, low latency, cross-platform network protocol for signal monitoring and control. It provides very basic functionality of popular channel access protocols like CA or PVAccess of EPICS. It supports request-reply patterns: 'info', 'get' and 'set' requests and publish-subscribe pattern: 'monitor' request.

Features

- Access for small systems
- Alternative to EPICS Channel
- liteServer is a possible alternative to EPICS Channel
- Access to small systems
- liteServer provides very basic functionality of popular channel network protocol for signal monitoring and control. It is very lightweight, low latency, cross-platform.

Minimal Requirements

- UDP stack
- UBJSON
- Python

UBJSON Advantage

- Complete compatibility with the JSON specification – there is a 1:1 mapping between standard JSON and UBJSON.
- Easy of implementation.
- Easy of use.
- Speed and efficiency – UBJSON uses data representations that are (roughly) 30% smaller than their compacted JSON counterparts and are optimized for fast parsing. Streamed serialization is supported, meaning that the transfer of UBJSON over a network connection can start sending data before the final size of the data is known.

Access-control-ready

Username and program ID information is supplied in the client request, it can be used on the server side to protect access to critical PVs.

Spreadsheet GUI, (PyQt5)

- Automatic conversion of parameters to GUI elements: Buttons, TextEdits,SpinBoxes, CheckBoxes.
- User-configurable

Steps

- Create access object to PV (or multiple PVs)
  - `manyPVs = PV(('host;port','dev1','dev2'),...)`
  - e.g. to access all parameters of dev1: `allPVs = PV(('host;port','dev1'))`
- Use PV.info() to get information about features
  - `manyPVs.info()`
- PV.value is python @property, to get values:
  - `values = manyPVs.value`
- To set values
  - `manyPVs.value = values`

Example

Access to a single PV:

```python
from liteAccess import PV
apV = PV(('localhost;9700',('dev1'),()
('frequency')))"""
apV.info()
{
'dev1:frequency': {'value': '1','count': [1],
'features': 'RW',
'desc': 'Update frequency of all counters',
'opLimits': [0, 10]},
apV.value
{
'dev1:frequency': {'value': 1.0}}
```

Access to multiple PVs:

```python
manyPVs = PV(('localhost;9700',('dev1','dev2'),()
('frequency','pause')))"""
manyPVs.value
{
'dev1:frequency': {'value': 1.0},
'dev1:pause': {'value': [True]},
'dev2:frequency': {'value': 1.0},
'dev2:pause': {'value': [False]}
```

Status

Several devices at RHIC are served by the liteServer, hosted on Windows and Raspberry Pi platforms:
- Magnetometers
- Laser interferometers
- Infrared cameras
Devices are integrated into the RHIC Control Architecture. Transfer of several-megabyte data samples at 50 MB/s has been demonstrated.

Program sizes: 350 lines both liteServer and liteAccess.

Todo List

- Implement liteServer in FPGA.
- Support the 'monitor' request.
- Add optional TCP protocol (for large transfers).
- Improve multi-client performance.
- Plotting (Imaging is supported by an ImageViewer)
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